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INTRODUCTION

SCOPE AND AIM OF THE PAPER
.-------------------------------~---------------

Kenya is amongst those many African countries that were .under

the British Colonial Rule. When the British introduced their rule
I

into Kenya, they did not only make sure that their citizens abroad

had physical comforts, but also made sure that they were governed

by a legal system that they were :r:9-C'lstfamiliar with. Hence it was

clear that to ensure this the British colonial Government imported

English Law, which was meant to apply to the English nationals
" /Iabroad, This was effected through orders-in-council.

The content of this imported Law was composed of Common Law,

Statutes of general application and the Doctrines of Equity. Thus

it is through this Ireception clause I that the doc trines of equity were

brought to Kenya, later to be applied, on the attainment of independence,

not only to the Europeans, but also to the indigenous peoples of L1

Kenya. The doc trines under trial are thus embodied in the recep-

tion clause, which first appeared in Article 7 of the 1921 Kenya

Colony Order-in-Council, and appears in a modern fashion, with slight

alterations of wording, in S. 3(i) of the Judicature Act, the

specific words are:

-j~'('~r ~ t.+i ()V\.

S. 3(i) "The j~.. ltt\o of the High Court and all
subordinate courts shall be exercised in conformity
with the ••••..•. 0 ••••

(b) Subject there to, all a other written laws,
including the Acts of Parliament of the United
Kingdom ... 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 ••

(c) Subject there to and so as the same do not
extend or apply, the substance of the common Law,
the Doc trines of equity and the statutes of general
applicatlOn ln force m England on the 12th August, 1897,
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f\'tl.c...hS'~
and the procedure and qr : c tice observed in courts
of justice in England at that date" 0

The paper is going to examine only the doctrines of resultinq trusts and

pre sumption of advancement, and the Law of Equity. That

will be the scope of the paper, and will also pay attention to the

reception date, which means that all cases decided after the rece-

ption date will not be binding, but will form a wealthy material of

persuasive authorities, in so far as those authorities are in

comformity with the local conditions, social and econo rrirc, It

can thus be stated that the aim of the paper is to discuss how these

concepts of resulting trusts and presumption of advancement have
I

been introduced in Kenya, and under what circumstances they ~i

ought to have been applied. The paper will then discuss the limiting factor

either provided by the legislattKe, or implied in the social economic and

cultural developments of the Keny-an communities.

I

!

The argument that there are limiting factors that restrict the app-

lication of the two doctrines is taken out of the Act - the Judicature
2 P'I"()'l -..Sa

Act - which has a prox Sb to sub-section (i) of section 3. , which

provides thus:

"Provided that the said common law, d.¢octrines of

equity and statutes. of aeneral application shall applyClrt.u.W> p:,~Vlc.o....s . .
so far only as the c:;__rrrsva~css of Kenya and ltS inhab-
itants permit and subject to such qualification as those
circumstances may render necessary. 11

The paper will also examine both English and.K~nyan decisions that
d~c..\S\O(\S

n.re in point. The sub-heading "Eaqlish Div tsions", which appear

in chapters two and three will, for the purposesof this paper include
(je..c..I£\()VlS

divisions of other older common law systems, noteworthy amongst

th se being Australia. By' the ~ame token, reference in chapters
~e.CJ..SI(\·"'S

two and three to "Kenyan De iaions" will also include decisions

from other black African countries, notably those which were subject

to British rule, particulary Ghana and Nigeria and to some extend

Sudan, Some of these countries share the same f'!!Ugtr~tioo in
h-o..W\..~~,,--
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terms of social and economic development and cultural pre-

judices now manifested by the western colonial scholars, These

decisions will be resorted to elucidate on issues which do not appear.
to be sufficiently cove red by Kenyan reported cases, to give some

legal strength to the practise as it obtains in Kenya,

When the colonial government applied the doctrines of equity to Kenya,

it did this on the strenj"tt of certain basic assumptions, which,
related to the Kenyan communities and their cultural deve-

lopment. Thsse assumptions in my view deserve some mention
II

and explanation, a they form th~, bask reasons and J IJstificaLions

for the en-octment of So 3 (i) of the Judicature Act30

THE BASIC ASSUMPTION MADE BY

THE COLONIAL ADMINISTRATION----------~---------------------------
There are at least five ba ic nrguments that explain the prej\ldice with

which the English doctrines of equity were applied into Kenya.

Firstly, the colonial gave nment seemed La have ' assumed that

Kenya was at the ame social and economic stage of development.

This assumption was wholly unsound nd unfounded, as the social

strQtifications of the Kenyan communities were different, which

stratifications reflected the economic organisations. Basically,

the economic main tay was subsistence agriculture, with some

defined pasto al groups.

Secondly, it appears that the application of the doctrines, just like. ,
any other law, pre-sup ose that the r ec i pUnt is profic ient in lhe

Engli h Ianqu: g. Thiu, of Callr so , was no the case in Kenya, but

I will not p r sue this issue further as it will be discussed in greater

detail in hapte rr three of this pa ce r, However, it may be said that when

the colonialists-established themselves in Kenya, they set up different
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schools for all races, ~ the Afri cans were deprived of

educational facilities, as this is reflected in the absence of mass

education, whicb the reception clause assumes. This is the reality

with which those who assumed political leadership after independence
0'(

were f~ with, There was not even anyone lariquaqe-dialeet that

could be said to have been known by all the communities. This should

have been ccle3 r to the British Government, but they chose not to see

the 0bstac les, I

Thirdly, the British adminstration made the~assumption that
(J..IfIOr~,•.•\ ~ ~o'"

theze were present in Kenya av.alogous Broal Institutuions, which

then, in their view, made it easier to apply the concepts of res~ltD9

trusts and presarnption of advancement. I will not attemtp to dLspute

the fact that there were institutions akin to the resulting trust,

but I will resolutely resist any assumptions to the effect that the

presumption of advancement was known to customary law. I caution
t.c~~o.~"'t\~

the readers that this is not a coper ative paper. This question of

the concept of presumption of advancement rests squarely on the

question whether or not the women were elegible to acquire and O.WI()

property under customary law. If the answer is in the q,ffirmative,

then the presumption of advancement is suitable to the circumstances but

if in the negative, then it is clear that the doctrine cannot be applied

to Kenya and its inhabitants. I may as well point out at this juncture

that it will be necessary for a sound explanation of the two doctrines

to examine the proprietary status of the women under customary

Law and also the Islamic Law, which applies to a great portion of

the population, particulary at the coast and in the large urban centres.

This will also necessarily involve the discussion of "benami.:
,

transactions II whose counterpart is the English resultoojJ trust.

Fourthly, it was assumed that under customary law and Islamic
lfWV'I

law worren could own property, and did cur property,
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hence a husband who purchases property wholly with his

own money and registers it in the name of his wife intends to

confer a benefit to her. This, as it will appear from the.
substance of the paper was not the position under both customary

and Isla mic lawa, Women, under customary law, were, and still
,

are - mostly in the majority of rural distt'tcts - only allowed to

exploit the land by exercising a right of 'use' and the right to

alienate was vested in the head of the family - the husband. This

is reflected in the provisions of the Register~d Land Act, 4 which

when closely examined, discloses the fact that it was the rights

of allocation which were register~9-, and these were Vested in the

man. Hence on registration, the women still continued to exercise

their rights ot' use.( However, the Act ...Registered Land Act -

does not prevent women from being title holders. This seems to have

been true when at the time of registration the husband was not

living, and where the brothers or uncles of the deceased chusband

did not object to the wife being the registered holder; in such a

case the land was registered in her name and she became, in law, the

proprietor. This is disputable under the customary rules of inheri-
~tj.Acl

tance , where it could be u~ed that the wife was only a kind of care-

taker for those entitled in inheritance.

Fifthly, it-was assumed that customary Law was static and as such

could not meet the demands of the numerous proliferation of properties,
<2..,,\~"t.Il..A

which was endureQ in the Creation of Companies, which gave rise

to shares and stocks- then Insurance Companies and Insurance

policies, Banks and Bank Deposits and Cars. It was argued that it

was only reasonable to apply English Law so that the Africans could

cd:i.sposeof those properties. The rationaewas that English Law

was more elastic and the Law of the civilised man, but to me this

is a demonstration of cultural arrogance.

7 ~
Sixthly, it was assumed that Kenya was a secular society, hence the
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\d.G't. oQ

d:eeH~ of equity were appropriately applied, and are so

still applied. This ~ c.laim se annot be justified at all.

In the final analysis, it can be argued that all these assumptions

were questionable because the colonial society was an apartheid

one and 'ts suc*-lt€~~ecannot b~ said tR have been any meaningfull~:!cfo~o~ l»~ ~dii\Msocial . ., and any iof.l:GoF(jfratiorJ. that took place was for

political and commercial purposes, and is clearly characterised
I

in the post-independence era, where the new ruling class was

'co-opted' into the free enterprise economy. T~~ assumptions

can also be disposed of by saying that there was no true representation

during the colonial rule, in so ~ as the Africans - were represented
~

through missionaries, who W6:6 considered impartial and honest.

But one may not lose track of the fact that they belonged to the

ruling class and were very keen to t see the success of the - 'c ivi-

lising mission' which the British Govennrrient took upon itself in 1897.

The clearest area to demonstrate this desire is the area of

marriage, where it is seen that the missionaries objected to widow

inheritance and all the other institutions that sought to protect the

widow. Hence, socialogically)Kenya was composed of four groups -

the Africans, the Moslems, the Hindus and the Europeans, and these

had k 'I'fA stratifications in social and economic organisations.

Hence there was no equality.

It is also clear that the application of English doctrines of equity

was a t~ way of rejecting the philosophees of life as seen by the

Kenyan cornmun lties, Thus it can be seen that the ambition was
+o.MI\'f

great. ~his is illustrated by examining the I~ Law Cases on
~ ~~'O'"

8ornmissiou.. of marriages, where the colonial courts have persistently

held that the change is from polygamous or potentially polygamous

marriagesinto a monogamous marriage as understood in christendom.

I will not delve into the area of family law as there is sufficient auth-
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rity in the a rea under consideration to support this proposition.

Lastly, it is clear that according to le qa] theory or jurisprudence 1

law is a reflection of man's understanding of his own nature andt~n> \l. Ii'" w r. \ c..\--
Law seeks to give effect to that nature thOF1ol:<;fO the philosophy wf:tHe

man has chosen to give meaning to life during the period he is alive.

For Kenya, this moral philosophy is contained in chapter five, of
£1 t)c..+VI y.~

the constitution. Therefore, it would seem t?at if the <3-Elntrin91!5

of resulting trusts and pr esemptlon of advancement are to pass

the test of good law, then it must be shown that they are based on

the true nature of the Africans lnKenya, as they are today. This is

what the paper seeks to -HH4discuss in chapters two and three. The

paler will also examine the efficacy of the 'mode of life test' which

~ ~ been utilised to hold that Africans have opted out of the

operation of their personal law, whether customary or Islamic.

The foregoing paragraphs have furnished us with some ground on

which we can proceed to discuss the substantive objects of the

paper.



CHAPTER ONE

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Development of the Trust Institution

I

1. The Judges of the Court of Chancery

Under the English law, i. e. legal system, the trust forms one of the

most important and flexible units of the content of English Law.
\ 1\st I ' '" dH -h .

The trust eonotitH~ion developed a number of a:tot:i'ucH'Je qualities, ,
that was not possessed by its earlier form - the use, between

1483 and 1535, during which time there was in existence theuv.. 1-
statute of uses". Basically, the trust represented a Gouer"AI+!:ont

method whereby a limited number of persons could hold property

on behalf of other persons, who may be a large or fluctuating

body, or who may even have included persons not yet born. This;

was the old fashion of the present concept of resulting trusts. In

this section, we will examine the contributions that were made

by the judges of the chancery court in an attempt to develop the

trust institution, then embodied in the concept of uses, so as to

meet the changing, dynamic demands of the society r

The statute of uses of 15351 went a long way in extizpatinq

equitable estates in land. The equitable estates were, however,
~V\'"

review8d later by way of trusts. There were certain legal reasons

for this revival, the reasons which go to justify their application at

that time. That reasoning, it would appear, turns to 8,
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~~i~t\~
targe Jiegree on a restietive interpretation of the first section of

2the 1535 Act , which was as follows:

11 •••• 0 •• where any person or persons • 0 • •• at
any time hereafter shall 0 • •• be sei ed; of and
in any .. 0 hertditaments, to the use, confidence or
trust of any person or persons or of any body-politic
by . •. any 0 • •• means whatsoever .••••. in
every such case, all and every such person or
persons and bodies politic that I 0 0 ••• 0 0 •• shall
have any such use, confidence or turst. . o •••••

shall be deemed and adjudged in lawful
estate seisin and possession of and in the source. 0 •• 0,
hereditaments, . 0' ' ••••• to all intents, constructions
and p~oses in the Law, of and in such like estates
as they had or shall have in use, trust or confidence
of or in the same 0 0 ••••• 0 • • • •• 11

This quotation simply means that after 1535 wh~e freehold land had, ~
been or was in the future conveyed to B and his heirs to the use of

, I I

C and his heirs, then C took the legal estate and B nothing. But even-
I

tually, it was made possible to confer an equitable interest to C. This;

interpretation, however, is also depended upon the assertion that

the above development depends upon a dogmatic rule of Law, that

a valid 'use' could not be limited upon 'use' and that the second e.e-

'use' in I1C'SII favour was therefore void and consequently unaff~cted by
~~I\ ",

the statute, but later the chancellor intervened to enforce the ~ to C

as a trust. This S point is the one that interests us for the purposes
" I

of this paper. The chancellor inte rcened to ensure that C was not

deprived of a benefit that could be made to him.

"\ ~ 't\'

'Ilj.erefore, it is clear, that the chancellor receglJlse61. the second 'use'

though it was usually labelled a trust. Calling it a trust was a way

of distinguishing an interest not affected by the 1535 statute from one so

affected. Otherwise 'uses' and trusts were substantially the same.
tut.tkl

Beneficiaries to whose use ~ were held were vested with a power
-t,CVt\h
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Y'3 ~i"
to convey the legal estate. This reflects the early form of the ~ to

confer only the legal estate in a property retaining the equitable

intere r:st, hence in e1ti.nce creating a resulting trust, The 1535

Act gave one t'*epower to dispose of property and also the.,
ritht to be recongnised as an ewncr 0

But there was a salient characteristic of therjur isdic tions, There

were some eguitable interests which were not affected by the

statute of 1483, and these were put under the jurisdiction of the
c..~tJ..1t\ ~ \\e'l'" I

~w:o~:c, who was given exclusive jurisdiction to exercise his
d,\ S Q..Q... ht> 1\0. '!'t

d4£crhe{o!~,};tpowers and as a resutl created a q.ener al equitable juri-

sdiction over trusts and equitable interests of a character not

present under the 1483 AcL Thus it was clear that the'statute of uses I

was designed to cut away the tiisadvantages to purchasers of

land generally, and to the royal reverence in particular, which flowed

from the separation of seisin and beneficial interest in land

subject to a use. In effect, this execution of the 'use' as a legal esate

threw a great body of real property law into the common law courts

which in the course of time digested the 'use' and turned it into a

legal interes t of some flexibility and complexity, and this created

an opportune atmosphere for the chancellor to intervene. The

chancellor intervened to give relief to appressed persons. This

task required the duties of judges of 1::e~~ e.J minds. The exercise of

jurisdiction was on the grounds of natural justice or in accordance with the

conscience of the judqes, But it must be admitted that the origin

of the 'use' is still one of the contrtversial topics of juri S'~N ~ t,Q..

but despite this defect, it is an accepted CJ fact that the development

of the trust by the English Courts of Chamcery has excited the

admiration and envy of many civil lawyer's,

Tha nature of the judges seems to have had considerable influence

on the kind of cases that came before them - most of these chancery

c\ t.. '(' cs d as I have just stated above, it is clear that
judges were elenc6, an .
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they based their judgments on conscience rather than what the parties

to the suits alleged. Thus, on a priori, it is also clear that equity was

founded on reason and conscience, as ?eing, in fact, the means

through which the principles of natural and d~vine laws were applied

to particular cases, to correct unjustices over which the common

law abducted jurisdiction. Through this process, a great wealth

of cases was created, and subsequently judges appointed to the courtth. tl ~ 'I tfI

of chancery were able to resort to these doadod cases, which ~
I

a source of law referred to Q.sprecedent. They could then apply
d&:tJtl ,~

those past 9.ivision decisions in subsequent cases which bore almost
NI!)~Ul.A

the same facts, or invoke them in' a moo fa@.form, to do justice .
."

Q.,CWl

From these procedures, a rule of ~ is extracted by quoting the

facts and the decisions in an abstract form. Thus most of equity

law, and par ticulary the doctrines of resulting trusts and
, I

presumptions of advancement are merely maxims of equity. But

as ti me moved on, the parliament came into being in England

and deprived the judges of their "."t, extensive discretionary

powers. But this has not taken away the creativeness of the judges,
Lb~

as is demonstrated in most of the decisions of ~ Denning, who

is a prominent judge and jurist, and one of enormous experience.

Thus it is clear that the judges did alot in the creation of the law

of trusts, which has been developed to meet the demands of the

modemsociety.

Besides the judges, there are other factors which . necessitated the laws

of resulting trusts and presumtpions of advancement to adjust to

meet the demands of new properties, which I now proceed to examine.

2. A L New Mode of Production

It has been universally accept ed that the mode of production

determines all the other organisations of the society and the relationships

between the individuals. In medieval England, the type of economy
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that persisted was not the present one, but was rather characterised

by feudalism, which had at its disposal, the ~;-;~~, who did rms] of

the WQtk fqr the benefit of nobility and the clergy. Hence the ~~ei~i,.., W ~ ,~\- 'ff:>... .;\.\. '1 SQ tl.
lines. People mostly depended on the produce of land as at that

time trade and commerce 1- was not yet advanced.

With the introduction of industries and factories, most of the male

population went to work, leaving their wives to do the domestic
\c.tlv\ ~

works. Thus a new role for women was defined, and osnflrmed to the

kitchen and the children. It was the men who played the significant

role in economic activities. It was the man who controlled and mono-
I

polised the means of production. Atthat time, women had not yet

taken up paid up jobs, and were generally not considered capable of

holding property. But as the age of industrial revolution set in, it

Was clear that women were to be needed to do most of the delicate jobs,

like watch making and radios and other jobs, This was also highlighted by th:

passing of the Married Women's Property Act, 1882 of England, '.IDichunder

s. 17 provided that women could acquire and own her own separate

property. Thus it was this development in economic organisations

and relationships that clothed the married woman with proprietary

rights. This then meant that it was only logical to apply the pr esum-

Ptio~&f! advancement to their favour as they were capable, in Law,

of wiGinrlroperty. Resulting trusts, were equally suitable for application.

Under the English Law of Property Act, 1925, it was also clear that

the Act was not discriminative, and women could acquire property

a nd dispose of it as ~ 'i thought fit. The new mode of production de-
+'f'\J-t.'t'.s changed

manded that the Law of ~uFoto be to accomodate the disposition

of the new forms of property. There were things like shares and stocks

which were incidental to the creation of companies ;. Banks, which

necessitated the introduction of Bankjs Accoun thus the claim that where

a husband deposits money in the name of his lawful wife he is presumed

to have intended a benefit to her, because she is eltgible to property
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holding. Insurance Companies and the consequent Insurance Policies;

cars and businesses. All these things meant that the concepts of

resulting trusts and presumption of advanc~ment were to be revitalised.

Men became unusually so much engaged in ejcono mtc activites that most

of the family management was left to the women. To do this it was

necessary to have at least cash hence the husbands dtposited credits

in the names of their lawful wives. The ideal conditions for the app-

lication of the concept of presumption of advancement was established.
I

Women, on the other hand, were now able to work in factor-ies and other

places I ano tnus capable of purchasrjiq shares in companies or buying

cars and other items. So the question arose whether they could

make gifts to their husbands and or children. This was cunningly and

unconvincingly explained by alleging that they were not under anymoral
I

obligation to provide the husband or and the children. So, their ability

to acquire and own sep6f~te property enabled them to claim anything

they may have purchased in the name of their husbands, by relying on

resulting f trusts.

Lastly, I wish to submit that the tran~rmation of the mode of

production to one which recognises individual ownership has surely

strengthened the doctrines of resulting trusts and presumption of

advancement.
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Equity as a source of law developed side by side with the principles
of common law which was the stronger of the two. These two laws
were also different in that they were admin~stered by different
courts - equity by the courts of chancery and common law in the
common law courts. This aspect added to their diversities. But one
may ask how they operated when the issue was similar before both courts.
The situation was that equity intervened where the common law shoe
pinched. Thus where a complainant filed a suit in a common law court
based on the law of contract, and was not satisf1ed with the award of

d. !) _1lA' . . d. Cl ~ ~ ctessa•••a~, or was not lnterested In 8a•••a~¥, he could summon,the cQ\lrt"'1 u..'tI t..;, 01/1
of cp~nce y, which would then grant an order for specific im~~~ioR, or\ 0.,..
an i.mPllt;i...Q.];;t, d pending on the merits ..ofthe case and also the nature
of the claim.

The other aspect is that the jftdgments were based on discretinary powers
0-("

~sted in the judges. But it has been said that equity - ~ the doct-
rines of equity - were developed as a gloss upon the common law$ -
ani formed part of the judge - made law. Thus on this basis it would
appear that equity operates as a residual source of rules where no
express rules are provided for any matter in controversy. ~The rules
of equity were mostly invoked in the realm of property transactions and
its most valuable creation was the trust. This brings us to the rele-
vancy of the discussion of the development of the law of trusts, which
embodies the doctrines we are about to examine in chapters two and
three - namely resulting trusts and presumptions of advancement. This
institution, which was not known to the common law courts, has proved
a regularly adaptable institution. Under it, the management of pro-
perty could be separated from its enjoyment by regarding as owner, in
equity, someone other than the person in whom the legal title vested.
This was the essence and the unique characteristic feature of the trust
concept. Gradually, this concept was influenced by the spirit of

Ill,; \ '"r is Qlt.'h i..,.,
English law in its development. Equitable~ris~iction started to be
excercised in accordance with settled principles and its boundaries
became reasonably clearly defined.

What was the basis for the development and intervention of equity?
Th~re qre two basic arguments here. Firstly, where common law became

dO..-S-~c"'~
degativ-€5and or archaic, this set the stage for the appearance of the
doctrines of equity to do natural justice to the party concerRed.
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This statement assumes that equity was gOB9Fal in changing so as to keep
abreast of the demands of the society as the society adopted new styles
of living and providing itself. It is also assumed that common law was
not yxry fast in meeting the ever growing needs· of the society, and this

Vi 1 'Nl..Sr~ ~
is ±ntereoted by the current proliferation of equitable principles like
the equitable doctrine of estoppel in the law of contract. This still
seems to be the position, although the courts are no longer separate as
they were at the inception of the doctrines of equity.

Secondly, equity was extensively concerned with proc~dure and remedies,
and it is this aspect which gives it its distinctive character. How was
this effected? It is clear that certainty is a virtue in the law, for
people regulate their affairs by what th~y' thinlc the law is. Sometimes

\ '1\~ -?-t-.t:1\ u..
the rules are so strict that they call for an interfearam:J8 by equity,
which is an embodiment of natural justice. This means that where the
common law rules were too sophisticated for the citizens, then equity
intervened to do justice to the oppressed persons. This tempering took
two forms: Firstly, the dissatisfied citizens sought alternative adjudi-
cative machinery by lobbying the sovereign to change the rules. The
sovereign W\e...\ es, a lot of power - almost absolute and it was to

bow
his pleasure, for this is a human weakness, to &ft&W to the demands of
his loyal citizens as a gesture of kindness. The sovereign also took
this as an excusable chance to act as a reformer. Secondly, the citizens
ptomoted a revolution, but only in extreme cases.

Through these devices, gradually the court of chancery emerged as a
distinct tribunal in which equity, which was no longer available in the
common law courts, was obtainable. In this way equity also gained a
special meaning in English - legal system as:

"The body of rules applied in the courts of equity so
as to achieve results different from those which have
ensued in trials of the same cases in a common law
court."

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
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CHAPTER TWO

RESULTING TRUSTS

1. DEFINATION AND NATURE

Every concept of Law has ariseti as a result of th~ growth of the society

a nd to meet the newly created needs of that society. The concept of

resulting trusts is no exception to this phenomenon. This concept.
is ernboded in the wider institution of.Lrust , which, as was indicated

in Chapter one, was a creation by the chancellor. Therefore, it is

necessary to define what this concept means and to explain its nature

because there are also other concepts, which come under the broad

concept of 1 trust 1. Several scholars, have made an attempt in

defining a resulting trust, also indicating the circumstances under which

it arises •. But before we get into these definations we must bear in

mind that there is no hand and fast definition of a trust, which is both
, '

comprehensive and exact. Lewin has submitted that the word trust

1 refers to the duty or aggregate accumulation ofpbligations
that rest upon a person described as a trustee. 1

a nd Sir Arthur Underhill writes:

1 A trust is an equitable obligation, binding aperson
(who is called a trustee) to deal with property) for the
benefit of persons (who are called the beneficiaries or
Cestui que trust) of whom he may be himself one, and
any of whom may e enforce the obligation. 1

From these two definitions of a trust, we can now look at the definitions

which have been enumic iated to explain the meaning of a resulting trust .

. Like that of a 1 trust 1 the definitions of a resulting trust are not generally

accepted for they have been given under different benefi backgrounds.

We will therefore look at the ,.definitions of popular and astute equity

authors ,=like Pettitt and Hanbury. Pettitt gives a comprehensive definition
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which we will employ for the purposes of this paper, being more adaptable whe

compared with those of SNELL and HANBURY.

HHNBURY says that·

" a resulting trust occurs where equity regards property which

is held by a trustee as belonging in equity to the person who has
transferred it ti, or caused it to be vested in the trustee. ,,2

I
SNELL submits that:

"apart from mutual wiU; a trust " ~4dJupon the
~\b""unexpressed but presumed intention of the seHer is 'resulting'

because the betVicial intecest in the property comes back to

the person who produced the property or to his estate. "

But PETTITT says, more aptly, that

, where a settlar conveys or transfers propeety to

trustees, but fails to dectare the trusts, upon which it is to

be held, or where the expressed trust fails altonethe r on

the ground of uncertainty, or where they fail particulary on

similar grounds, or because the trusts expressed dispose of onl

a part of the equitable interest or such part thereof as has not -

been effec ti vely disposed of, remains vested in the settboy
in technical language, it is said to Irevert I to him and

the property is accordingly said ti@ be ,-held by the trustees

upon a resulting trust. '

From this passage, it is clear that PETTITT was more concerned with situatic
. where the f:tt-:l:>-s trust has been completely constitued. We will not discuss

those resulting trusts which arise as a result of the equitable interest

not being completely disposed of because this would plunge us into

a discusion of the charitable trusts. We are more interested in those

situations where there has been a complete . disposition of the.
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property, but then it is not clear what the selilor intended to be taken
by the donee. Although it is not appropriate to discuss the presumption

of advancement in this chapter J we must note t9at the learned ~u±hors do

not attempt to give a definition of advancement. The Law of Resulting
Q,/\~\o\C...\cJ::iA 3

Trust was e mciated by EYRE, L. B. in DYER v DYER when he

stated:-

"The clear result of all cases ••••. is that the trus t of a
legal ¢ estate •••.• results to the man who ad\14.~dthe
purchase-price. This is a general propes itlon supported
by all cases ••.••...•• and g~ 06 a strict analogy to the
rnle of common law, that where a feoffment is made
without consideration, the use results to the feoffor. 11.

This judge il'\ essence i9 saying that a man cannot be expected to be so over

generous where, on giving property to a second person without consideration

it is held that he did not intend the other to hold the property on trust for

him. This would be tt'u1±tamount to unjust enrichment and would affront

the conscience of equity, whose major object is to do justice in all cases.

Surely a motive has to be established for men do not purchase property

in the names 'of others without consideration for the fun of it. But there is

one noticeable aspect of this concept of a resulting trust - it is rebultable

by the adduction of evidence to the contrary. There are at least three

categories of relationships which displace the presumption of a resulting

trust. Firstly, where the nominal purchaser is the wife of the owner.

Secondly, where the apparent purchaser is the child of the real purchaser

and lastly where that person is t.a-e; one in whorn the ptUchaser stands
b-s t.IAs.f 'LU

in loco parentis. These situations will be elassod in detail in chapter

three.

~\u..-c-Io
There are other factors which may ~hst\JlfQ this presumption. These ~

touch on the nature of the transac tion, that is whether the purchaser

purchased the property in the capacity of a purchaser or whether he' was

a mere lender, hence entitled only to due riJhts of a creditor, Therefore,

he must have purchased the property as a 'purchaser '.
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Concerning the nature of a resulting trust, we must note that it belongs to
\

a class of trusts called " Irnpleed Trsu Trusts" which arise from a

presumed intetntion, in which case they are desigmted 'resulting

trusts'. Whe:n.;they arise as a result of the operation of law, they
d

are i styled 'constructive tursts. ' This has cause some problems

because there has arose instances where a resulting trust is so closely

related to a contructive trust, because both may arise as a result
~\-\~c..~ou

of the operation of law. But there are dist:i4QUeRs. Firstly, resulting
w~

trusts are' presumed', WB-Fe people, without expressly creating a

trust, acts in a way which shows that they presumably intended to do so.

Human activities being infinitely vario s obviously no exhaustive

list can be given of trusts which arise in: this way, and random

illustrations must suffice. On the other hand, a constructive trust

arises independently of anyone's intention. This is the most salient

aspec t of differentiation.

A resulting trust is rebuttable and the principles under which it is

presumed' " were neai:.ly expressed by LORD DENNlliG, M. R in

HUSSEY. !i V. PALMER4 when he said:-

"By whatever name it is described (that is a resulting
trust) it is a~:r imposed by law whenever justice and good
consiceince ~ e. It is a liberal process founded on the
large principles of equity, to be aJJplied in cases
where the defendant cannot conscimtiously keep the property
for himself alone, bit ought to allow the other to have
the propeety or a share of it. "

Where property is :- conveyed to a person who has notice of trust, that

{.iq.at person holds that property as a constructive trustee whether he

consents or not. But he does not even have to be a trustee, thus where he gets in

information which he uses to make personal profits, then the result is that he

will hold that profit constructively on trust for the beneficiaries. 5



A resulting trust also applies to both realty and personality, and the

equitable interest to the person from whom the consideration moved

in accordance to the general rule in DYER, unless there is an

express provision to the cofntrary. In R~'GORDON6 it was held

that bonds, shares nand Insurance policies are capable of creating

resulting trusts. Inrn this case, officers of a Royal Regiment

formed a society with the object of hel ping their widows. This

was also entered in their wills. Annuities were allocated to the

widows, Ine additon to the testamentary interest,. The question h.er e

was whether the plainfiff was to keep for her benefit payments t5"~

had received from the society, or whether she held them on trust

for her husbalQd's estate. It was held that she was entitled to the

capital sum, which is clearly a share which was payable to the

testator by virtue of his subscriptions. In LAKE v GIBSON7 it was

held that for there to be a resulting trust, where there were more

than one purchaser, there contributions must be in unequal shares

beciause ~f t~~ e~~iity, then they will take the property jointly.

\

The standand of proof r equa-ed to rebut a resulting trust is not as

strong, as that needed to establish it, and it need not be replaced
{\()M.\~

in totof, for if the nomarp purchaser establishes that he was .._ ,
~~ , ~~

to en4.1F-€l the property benefioally for life, then he will have relateGl the

presumption.

Finally, this presumption is an appraisal of the idea of pri vate property
s;tx",,~q

and is meant to guard the eur€;ty of pri vate property.

IMPLEMENTATION BY THE COURTS.

In any given society which is 'striving to attain an orderly arrangement

of the habits of its members and their institutions, the courts

have been instrumental in effecting this desire. The courll in

most legal systems have also been instrumetal in the inception of



concepts) like the doctrines of equity which are creations of the judge~.

The courts have created the resulting trust and have effected it where it h

arose for determination. The courts have been very much cmcerned

with the circumstances in which the presumption arises) always I looking
-Q...'V\.~u

at the intentions of the settlor or the purchaser, and where the endume
tI<.\:'\.\.~

in re±aBl has not displaceart. The most important aspect which the

courts look at is the question of who advanced the purchase money.

These presumptions have also been applied against the social and

economic background of the particular society. First, we will

examine the English decisions, which will cover cases from Me-
l.~

other old and developed Common bwa Systems) like Anstralia.,
.'

I ENGLISH DECISIONS

InEtJland the Industrial revolution left in its aftermath marked

changes in the re~~atioo of property law. A~ new factories were~f.~
erected, the quality of technology was also pepalced with new

ideas being erected into it. The cleqr result of all this was the
~

introduction-new forms of peoperty, like j furrutur-es , motorcars etc.

On the other hand the organisation of the society became more

complex, so that the originally pr imiteve economic organsations were

replaced. This was r=d in the advance of commerce and new

dimesnions in trade. The high water mark was the creation of Finance

institutions, whose living embcdirnents are Banks and Insurance
<N"3cw.lS\ "'3

companies. People started aspaf'u'y themselves more r econor..Ically

to ~1;1ltheir ~ . fortunes. Shares were introduced in companies and pee
S\"'~purchased them S'e)"ffle their were a form of property. The law of

resulting trusts , aso modified to meet these demands. 'I'hes meant

that there was an increase in the range of purchasable and disposable

property. People started Bank deposits, which form quite a ppropoticmate

section of the resulting trusts case law.

We will now look at specific cases where resulting trusts have
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t'\l,l2.
been upheld. The basic pttH: is that "that trust of legal estate results to the

man who advances the purchase money. 11
8 This may arise at

three stage. Firstly, it may occur where the property is purchased

in the joint names of the real and apparent purchasers, in which

case the beneficial interest rests in the real purchaser 0 Secondly,

it may take t place where the property is conveyed in the sole name

of the stranger, where the true position is that the equitable

interet Vests in the real pechaser. Igstly, it may be the case that

more than one person purhcased the property, but in unequal

shares, but registe~d it in the name of only one of them. In

that case, the one in ~ whose name the property is registered

holds on trustjo'lf 811 the others, in proportion to therr contributions.
- , I flNvt..(.. <{£U'

In all those circumstancer the undcr standm q i~ that the purhcEter
e.'4\~UR\ t~",->tttl\AS'

or purchasers has/have not ~ any iRstituQm.:;to benefit the one;

in whose name the property is taken. There is also something else

to note. This is that the persoh on whose name the property was taken

need not have contributed anything towards the purchase price, because the

transfer or the conveyance ~ voluntary. They are justified

perhaps in that they are spmetimes made for conveniece. If I mayr=, we are not ~=d with situations ~~e the equitable

interest has not been disposed of wholly, ee. i,e. discussion is
~~ 9

outsidc-Iike RE GILLIN GHAMS BUS DISASTER, where there was

a surplus after the purpose for which money was contributed was

satisfied, and the question arose as to what should happen to this
~ v

surplus. It was held that the money which to the contibutors., on a r esultm.

trust. These were not 1 voluntary transfers 1 but charitable trusts.

In england, the presumption of a resutling trust is rebuttable where

it is proved that there are W explanatory facts which tend to show
~~V

that the s-±He-:r' meant to benefit the party in whose name he took -

the settlor - conveyance of the property. Thus where the sertloe'

is the husband, father or one who stands in loco parentis, then the rule is th:

he is presummed to have intended a benefit to those persons. IN

MJIN v MARTIN 10 a husband transferred certain pieces of land to his
1 '
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wife by a memorandum of transfer, on the understanding that sheoV'
would advance some consideration, which she never did;., ~

dissolution of the marriage, the husband took out sammons under

the Mar.ried Womans Property Act to detarmine the beneficial
""'~\.;..'f

membership,of the land. It was held thatthe husband never intendedC9.,..
to benefit his wifje, This Austr aliaa marks a remakable departure

1 ~

from the general rule and indicates the courts willing~ss to scorn its

past reluctance to accept ex post facte decHaf3,tions of intentions

as conclusive. The, cJ: court was also influenced by the use into which

the property was being applied. Where it is a family asset, the

courts will hesitate in holding that there was eft€- advancement. The

question of intJ'd is like a Ivery wide sea without certain guides ,11
7 , I tt

where the transfer was made contrary to law or where, is against public pol-

icy, then the presumption fai!;i, and that of advancement becomes

operative. In GASCOIGi'iJEv GASCOIGNEt2 a husband took a lease

of land in his wife's name and built a house on it. It was established

that he was desirous of propel' protecting his property from creditors.

In ant action against his wife, he argued that she held it on

trust for him. It was held that the could not be allowed to set

up his own frau¢.dulent design as reautting the presumption of

advancement. This was a situation where it would havebeen

against the law to permit him to claim a resulting trust.

13 \ f"'IIt.~~
On the other hand in GROVESv GROVES the plahtiff p!!Gduc~d an estate in~
!he name of another with the sole object that he would get a vote

at a parliamentary election. It was held that it would he aaainst
~""~I' '" tQ-~"'~~,~~

/ public policy to allow his claim thae e:f advancement-as favoured. These
~ CG \\~ y-'"

cases, illustrate the court's Ge-aean. The court is not saying

however, that here was an intention to benefit, but that the presence
t

of illega~lity opera,fs to forfeit the equitable interest in the property

with respect to the real purchaser. So the resulting interest is

not strictly one of advancement. In MARTIN1\he court, when commenting

on illega:ht{ c;l said that if the illegality is nebulous and only arises

in future possibilities or conti9)A'encies and not in present necessities
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or contiqencies and not in present necessities or imminent
; f\Cl.\~"$

dangers, it should not dsable the I*linhff from succee.ding in asserting that
1

YTatthere was a resulting trust. 11 This indicates a second r." - =c

d~vergence in Autralian Law from the English rule, which is that

where the illegality exists even in intentipn, then that is sifficient

to off-set the presumption. One would undoubtedly prefer the

Australian position.

It would suffice to say that under English case Law it is clear
'(\(LX~S

that so long as there is no special ~ betwern the parties to a

trancaction or illegality, then a resulting trust will stand, if

the real purchaser did advance the whole or part of the purchase - pr~ce.

11 KENYAN DECISIONS

The courts in Kenya, both in their organisation and operation follow

closely the English Law Courts. This is in accordance to the

provisions of the Juicature Act15 which prO'~des that the High Court

and all the Subordinate Courts will exercise their jurisdiction
•in conforrnaty with the

S. 3(i) (a) Constitution and subject to

(0) •.•...• the substance of the common Law
"the doctrines of equaty and the statures

of general application in force in England

on the 12th August, 1897 and the procedure

and practise 9l observed in the courts 0 ~ •• 0

in England at r that date. II

But this section has a provision to at which outlines the framework within vtl

which the said doctrines of eqcti-y would apply. It reads:.

" •• 0 ••• prD~ided that thesaid •••• doctrines of equity

and statuberof general application shall apply so far

only as the circumstances of Kenya and its inhabitants

permit and subject to such qualifications as those

cirmusmstances may render necessary. 11



So our task is to examine to what extend the implementations of

the presumption has conformed to this provision. Most of the resulting
~dJ.A

% trust cases were Gieveckd during the yi colonial period, and there

was a total disregard of customary Law, wher-e marriages were

Considered inferior and as a reflection f6 of the primitivity of the Africans.

This artitudeji is succinetly stated by GRIFFITH in the Nigerian caseof

COLE v COLE~6 where he said :-

" ••••• a christian marrieage clothes the parties to
such a marriage and their offspring with a status
unknown to Native Law •••••. " I

This case marks the assumption that t>~~ an African contracts

and enters a union under the statute, then he has opted out of the
'Q

operation of his customary law, but.:nhs was refuted in the Ghanan case of
17 7 18

COLEMAN v SHAN~ contrary to what was held in COLE v COLE .

The court said this:-

" we are of the opinion that a person subject to customary
law, who marries under the p Marriage Ordinance does
not cease to be a native subject to customary law by
reason only of his contracting that marriage. The
customary law will be applied to him a in all matter.r
a sasae and &UCceptthose •i .0 ••••• D which are
necessary consequences of the marrige under the ordinance
Consequently, when such a person has a case in court,
native law and custom would be deem~ to be the law

?

applicable to that cause or matter .•••• 0 •

we think it would be unreasonable and repu~ant to
natural justice to hold otherwise. "

In Kenya, words almost to the s'lWe effect were ;uttered by Lord
Denning in A. G v NAYLI LTD. , where Denn~thoughnhat the

common Law was only applicable after 'cons ider able qualification"

and that it was not "suitable to other folk! because it was meant to

apply to English only. The\courtS)have assumed that the same 1tvJ...
\ ' •...

enterprise economy is suitable and applicable to the Kenyans. This

is clear from the assumptions made by the statutes containing the Law
~~

of marriage, ~ the provision for a monogamous marrige _ _ '"
goes together with religion, which in turn is taken to indicate, :r:?Jy,. an

acceptance of the English values. This is also illustrated by case Law,

like the notosous case of I !VI 120 where it was held that the
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Married Womens Property Act, 1882, was a statute of general

application, on the basis that to apply customary law would amount

to injustice and discrimination against the woman. This was carrying

the assumptions that free enterprises economy applies too far.

\o.N!
Most of the resultingtrusts in Kenya are with respect to eftt'ti. These have ar

ar ise-on an interpretation of the provisions of the Registered Land Act 21

and the first in the series is MUGUTHU 'v' MUGUT:arrrf2where
~\Stlr~.!t ~

/ a brother, who was regi>3eed ~ was held to 'hold the eB:¥9: ~

on trust for his other brother. This decision was followed in
23KANAYANGIMACHARIA 'v' MACHARlA where the defendant was

."
the registered proprietor of a piece of land, which was purchased

with money provided by the plaintiff. The ~endant puported to

borrow a sum of money on the security of HTeH' land, and the plaintiff

claimed half share of the loan. It was held that the plantiff could

calim on a resulting trust.

There is also another ft~~of resulting trust, which appears in
\ I

Moslem Law. This is what iscalled .the beeami transactions, whic k
carry exactly the same consequences as a resulting trust. This is

illustrated by BUSAIDI v BUSAIDI24 Both parties were moslems.
\~\.".;\

The facts were as follows. The plaintiff had :i,nt~eQ alot of property

from her father and had -Vested all this into her husband. On his

death, the brother took over the management and alleged that the palintfif

had made a gift to her husband. The court held that the brother of the

deceased held the property on depoait for the benefit of the plaintiff the

court also went further and said»-

J:M ~uld be wrong to apply the principle of equtiy
Gl~G~d to suit a christian society in England in 3\}.ll-..3Q..
order to order import a presumption whereby to gu9££ the
intention of a Muslim husband and wife, wh~ social
and cultura 1 background is very different. II

These words alone point out' that Kenya is made up of no less than four

and the courts have not wanted to realise this
different communities,



fact, but have always been trying to create a homogenous
•

law for a society whech is not homogenous. This blindness arose

again in BISHEN SINGH CHADHA v MOHINDER SINGH AND ANOTHER26

In thi s case a father had purchased a plot of land with another person

but had registered~s share in the name of h~s son. Later, the son;!

purpusted to sell e+:te±:r share to the second defendant, and the father
(

lodged a case against the second dA£pnrants claim, who was allegingIt~~1.:i:(a~ ~"f't.\S
a presu¢mption of advancemen~.w.as not part of the law of India, the

law which applied to sikhs in Kenya. This was because the family

organ'sation and social relations of the sikhs is different from that of the

Africans as the cases ofESIROYO v ESIROYO 27 ind OBIERO v OPIY028
~~ 29show ex Pb~perhaps the decison in MUGUTHU•

•
In SHALLO v MARYAM30 the pla~tiff husband b6gffi. bought premises

1

in Mombasa in the name of his ex-wife soley with his own money, and
()I'll ~"'"

in.1action against her alleged that tficrc'H was 8, fslami transaction or

alternatively that the wife held on trust for him. The court found as a fact
~1.\<...9...

that he had advanced all the purchase money, and that seme the parties

were Moslems, the ~~~ was Moslem Law. Hence there was a resulting

trust. This case 'Vi'1' indicates the courts' consistency in giving
o

effect to the moslems philosphy of life.
. 1

31In BUSOGA MILLERS v CHANDUBHAI PATEL a man purchased shares~
in the name of his nephew and the company dealt with them. if, they belonged~oj,c:a. \" ~t\\\U.~
to him, and not his nephew. It was held that it was not lWbte aft detinse,

and that the nephew held theshares on trust for the real shareholder. In

trancactiions between a wife and a husband or mother and child, the

property ¢ pU'(rchased by the wife or mother will revert to her

becaase in law and equity she is under no moral obligation to provide
Q..

her children or maintain her husband. This English rule has been fol~owa.
'7

in Kenya in BUSAIDI, as we saw above.

We have seen that the Kenyan courts have not paid much respect to the
~~II\~

proviso to '.3 of the Judicature Act, and that they have f-a:HeftEnglish

Law to be the residue Law, hence implying that our laws have gaps, which C8

o



can only be 'f'i.l.led' by the received doctrine of resulting trust. But this would

be justified if only the courts decided the cases against the social and
v:

cultual c backgrounds of Kenyaa (l)therwise we had institutions akin
-1 '

to the resulting trusts, which makes it at least applicable.

B LIMITING FACTORS

The question of what Law to apply to a person in a given communtiy

and that of whom the courts might exeer.ise jurisdic tion over which

persons was often clear in the colonial period. Under the Native

courts Regualtions of 1897, it was clearly provided that in matterrwhe reLev...J
the parties were subject to or one of them was affected by customary, then e1±

/-0vAJ ,.'

customary, t:hefJ. cm:;tomapy was to be applied. This stipulation has been ~:

carried forward into the post - Independence era, and is cantained in the .hrl!iC

Judicature Act. j. 3(2) where it is provided that the courts shall be guided

by customary Law. The Magistrates' ~urts act also provides

certain matters which are claims under customary Law and also the

Registered Land Act inc~prates the same proprietary rights which

are peld to be 'overriding interests.' :These three enactments are
\'f\d.(~ 1ciL\~

are inheator~ of what limitations are bffi:gplaced upon resulting trusts.

But before discussing further what these limiting fact 0 rs are, I will

attempt to explain what I think they mean. I take a limiting factor
•

to be the presence of an element that would render any applecation of

the presumption of a resulting trust as being unfair to ~ the people

of Kenya. I will take it to include the local conditions

and statutes, which are consistent with the policy of applying to the

people what they have experi-2ted and knowledge of, and also the fact
, I 1

that most of the wananchi are not proficient in the English Lariquaqe,

There is also another factor, and this is the technicalities that ate

involved in the presumption of resulting trusts.

Firstly, the local conditons in Kenya, do not seem to ~ very

much against the application of resulting trusts in that there were

to s which resembled, in :sence, a resulting trust. Thus
transuC lOn ~ ... t.J:,VV\~ \--,.,. q\~rt ~s "'•.,... ",~ \V <J



~r cows to a neighbour to keep and even have free use of the benefits
which resulted thereof, but to be under an obligation to ~ return

t hat cow to its owner when t he so desires. This can be explained
as an ~~'hl¥ of a resulting trust, which would carry the same meaning

as in Engli~h Law, that is, the owner of the cow never intended

to give it as a gift to that other. The same situation was also.
prpactised in the case of land. Hence strangers could be assigned

pieces of land with a right to use that land, but also under an;

obligation to return it, if the owner wished to have use of. These illu-

strations then show that at least resultingtrusts are adoptable, but
~

~ there other fac tors which offset this proposition" There appears
7 I

to be an off-setting fact, which only relates to married women. Under

customary law, a married woman was not competent to acquire and own
o
k>

her own separate property, and con)3equently, she, removed from those

persons who can claim a resulting trust. Thus i~ so far as this

aspect of a resulting trust affects married women, then the married

women property Act of 1882, S. 17, cannot be applied to Kenyaas, notwithstar

that this is contrary to what was decided in I v 132, where it

was held that the statu1i; was a statute of general application and therefore
~\j,j'l\\1I'-t\

could be applied into Kenya, as to make women able f of wortit1g separate

property.

The other factor is that of the nature of the Kenyan Society, which refers

to the way it is organised. The organisation seems to be on the

basis of family life which is almost communalistic. This implies that even
~ -

where a man registers ~. or purchases property in his name, then he does not

by so doing exclude all the other members of the family but holds on a trust

for their benefit. Thus one hears of family land and not Mr. so and SOI)S

land. This is not the case in Eriqiand , where private propeety is highly

valuable and protected,

In MUGUTHU v MUGUTHU33 the court held that where a brother

registers land in his name he does not become an absolute pro-

prietor but holds that land on trust for the other members of the family,

and in this case it was his brother. This was a recognition by the

courts that even under customary Law a resulting trust has a



place. Although the presumption of a resulting trust involves some

of a resulting technicalities, they do not appear to render their application

impracticable, because they can be truncated by the jtldt:~ _}"'~~S
or lawyers, where the parties can manage to hire one. Therefore my.
submission is that the presumption of a resultingtrust can be applied to the

Kenyan society despite the proviso to S.3(i) of the Judicature Act.

Thus statements which are in direc t conflict with the local conditions

must be rejected, like those which have been made by ttre-.

E. COTRAN34, which appear to have been made on the tsumption that, 7
the idea of private property has been accepted by all in Kenya. He

writes:-

"In the (event of a dissolption of the marriage, the wife
is entitled to take all the property whether acquired
before or after the marriage. Property obtained through
joint efforts of the husband and wife is divided between
them";

Aqain.at page 21, paragraph 5, he writes:-

"Modern development. Any of the wife Is self-acquired
property i. e. property which she acquires during the
mar r iaqe through her own efforts, remains with her
upon divorce. 11

It would appear that these statements are not correct because for

most of the people the wife+s property, if any tests in the huhsband,

However, with respect to the secondone, it would seem to have
to

some appllcation.the ffi±. urban centres where people have adspted

the western values. But even then, they try to identify themselves

with their own tribes.

Therefore, apart from that aspect of resulting trusts which permits

married women to claim property under the married women property

act, 1882, the rest of it em be applied in Kenya.
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CHAPTER THREE.

THE PRES1JI;rPTION OF ADVANCEMENT.

DEFINITION AND NATURE.

All the authers on the law of trusts a.D~ equa.ty generally have not
attempted to give a fQnctiQnal defi~ition and a meaning of the presumption

They have, ,however, been in agreement as to what circumstances
pre~ptmon; here we can say that they have given a " circum-

"stantial definition. It is n~ver a problem to say whether there is
Iadvancement. We will, however, make an attempt to give a working definition.

of advancement.
ns~give $Q to the

I submit that:il- :p,. \:::'{I\.t\

t· f d t' th f~ 1 ,..:..J • 't'\~ f .tha presa~p 10n 0 a vancemen 1S e '~x~ng cogn.1za~ 0 ~1 er
0<" I ,- t\.o.h\\.\.~

a moral, par~tal ~ legal obligation, duty or hatp~i±y to provide
take,care of maintain respectively, a person who is either one~
Wife, child, o~ one to whom ~t.~ther stands in loca parentis, as
to ena ble her, it to take oape~i~lY the trust property.

,
The presUmption, like that of resuli~ trust, comes into exist as a result
of presumed intention and secondly as a result of a special relationship
between the parties and thirdly where a resulting trust can not be allowed
to stand by virture of illt~ity in the tran~action. This takes place in

~~ pv.(C~ Ithree cases. Firstly, 'ihere the ppooeGYre is the w\~of the real
J.~=e,than th~ ;presumption in equity is that the vrit:,e is i:~~"t;ed

Iol.~ t>...oJl~ \.\l~ c..~\~
to take he~Wsill -y,o.·1 J,/. Secondly, whether B is the ~ of A, !l will
also tako here~f~~~ b~'a~ in equitY,A is under a moral obligation to

p~'V\~
FrodQee for :So But where A is the mother, the pres~mption does not exist.
It also appears that the presumption will exist where the parties are

/ intending tQ marry each other2 ThirQ.2y, If at stands in Loca to Be ~eel
the husband, who 'Ylas an .~~ officer, and it was held that this was in
ture with h:.I' stat In in ]ife and that the hoobancl l'~8 liable. The ~ ""~
seems to be that the husband is under ant obligation, whid~ is partly legal
and partly moral, to maintain his wife. This is also the dominant

&<:fl:Mffi ~s '
rationale in advancement. When examining the court d~~~s, we must
bear in mind that the advancement greatly depends on and derives from the

• e e 000/2



,
e:x;istenceof a marriage, and that illegi t~~~ may be a bar to a sucessful

c\ru••.•
un±oft of advancemento

2. IMPLEMENTATION BY TEE COURTS.

Every legal system presents the problem of relating its constituent
forma ,to each i other- so , as to form a Qoh~;rent and harmonious whole. Somec..~ M-QS """'~J i;;4\J)~J ~ '\.... ~ ~* or- \tw..W\tl'"

frailty even in the most of unified legal systems, where all the forms are
laid downo The problem in Kenya arises due to pluralism, Where the legal

~V\t1>\MfCU'soQ..j' ~ ~~system ereampaSSGS not p~ law &eared from the former colonial pr±rer,~O~
now suppi.zimented by post - Inde - pend~ legislation and a system of
courts to apply that ~a, but also a body, &~mole precisely bodies

V\!>\.U' L~of Indigerms or customary lee$. However there have been methods of
inter-relating the component elements i~ this our plurilistic system.
fhe standards of definintl the relationship between English deriv5~w
and ~tonary law were i~P sta1ed in the 1897 East Africa oraio in-
Council. The~e general standards were poated by the Imperial power.

I ENGLISH DECISIONS.

)

The substance of English law is drawn from a tripartite source, its
components being the doctrines of equity, the stat~s of general application
and the substance of common law. Two thirds of this substantive law "is

j1JdgQ:-p1~p.elaw./I In its endevour to implement the presumption, the courts
~~~have dofo~ed th~s opinions by first addressing their minds to the

S~~'--~
nature of the society, whether its.Christian or semila.r, and also by having

'tMJ'I'.o ~C\M.~"'-s: b u...
~~ the baCk of thiir minds the hoFlftsgaaio~ meaning of a marriage, home

~~'fvv\'n~ 1()~~f)V\ I
dolonitthg the area of o~patial of the presumption by d~sr~g
polygam~ marriages. Here the courts have consistently defered th&ir
judgments in accordance to the rule in gyde-v-Hyd~t that a marrige ~ ~
understood in christendom is pelyga,miona. ~~ ""-V~

The circumstan~'in which the presumption arises were outlined by
VISCOUNT SIMONDS in SHEPHARD- V-CARTWRIGHT 5 wliere he said"';

..•••• /3
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"'lbe law is clear that on the one hand, where a man purchases shares
and they are registered in the name, of a stranger, that is a
resul ting trust in favour of the purchaser. On the other hand if
they are registered in the name of a child or one to vThom the purchaser
stood in loco parentis there is no such res~lting trust but a-presumption of advancemento ~ually it is clear that the presum-
tion may be rebQtted but should not give way to slight circumstances. ,,6

~~
SIMONDS lmft out a married woman ooliV'~ it wa.s so obvious that she would

~'UrM.\.,\
take 9a:PO fi:Aa.lly. For easy and comprehensive discussion, we will
categorise the cases of advancement into three sub-headings, ~e~aly ~~~
advancement to a wife; to a child and lastly Inst~s of Loco parentis.

AnV ANCEMENT TO A WIFE
,

It would suffi{e to select cases randomly because the~ are so .
numerous such that an attempt to make a selection would be f~typoloss~~~f
°I may, however, at the outset point out that under English law of
d ~avan~ement, it has been a seloetod rule, in the nature of the marriad woman~

proper,y Act, 1882, that a married woman ~~wn her separate property,
during the subsistance of the marz-Lage, he;reT."orshe can claim advancement

~because she can own property. It is also seleetQd rule that a married
woman can not make a gift to her husband or her child because she is under
no moral ebligation to do so. The casea of advancement in the case of
wives appear; in several forms. Firstly, it~~ise~ ~ cases where the

~t\M.'N:.\.~c",
ownership of the matrimonial home comes fmr Qhto~miration and sedondly,
in the case of bank aeposits. These are the commonest cases of advancement.

C\ Ih SILVER-V-lILVER7 a husband purchased houses in the name of his
wife and in an action against her alleged that she held ~ on a
resul ting trust. It was held that a presumption of advancement existedo

On the authority of this case, it is also clear that the wife need not
o v 0 o..<:.tt~t\tlo'"

have made any contibutions towards the reqw.Sitioll of the proper ty, but
'7

the trend nO"T seems to be otherwise. 'lhelnfe must be shown to have
made some contributions, direct or i~direct, and if that is not established,

l-Q.""-~~ ~vdA Y\l\
then the comrts VTill be pelevant in ~Qdgi~ a presumption 01 advancement.
This -jear was e pressed by iDenmng in FALCONER. V. FALCONER. 8

II' If this case had come up jo-rdecision 20 years ago, there would
undoubtedly have been a presumption of advancement. That presuption ford~~~

its place in the law in Victorian days where a wife was utterly
subordinate to her husband. It has 1;110 place, or at any rate, very
Ii ttle place in our law tOdayH-3;,,9

•.•.•.• /4



\{~~The nature of the marriage has some effects on the velQabi~ity of the
presumptiono In cases where the marriage was merely~voidable, it was held
in DUNBAR.V. DUNBAR10 that the presumption still ~ place but in
Re AMES SETTLEMENTI: tt was held that whe~the marriage was void ab initio
th~ the presumption cannot exist. In TINKER V ~INKEk2it was held that
where illegality is proved, for '\~~~e that the ~ wanted to defeat the
claims of his creditors, then this results in the ~~ of a presumption
of advancement. However the ~ of illegality in a transaction w.hich
involves 'PPeeu,i'eof illegalitd' in a t;pansactle!'ll1:hi~:b. ;nyo]v~ the
transfer of property to a wife operates to the favour of advancement.

I
As we saw at t~e beginning of this chapter a wife cannot make a

b.Q..u:.w..a Q.M

gift to her husband, equity does notmpose in her,aftft-obligation to provide
fl'I to ~,,~,\ ~~\,...

the husband, wH!e- maintain him. Thus whe.:rea l"'elll tj n~ ~ wife transferred
large sUms of money to her husband, with the sole objects of equalising

.V\c-\~~
the ~QQnce of estate duty and enabling him to join a brokers society,
it was held that the husband held the monies on trust for the wife~2A

In the case of jOint acoounts, if the husband has put money in the
name of his wife, then the ~dfe is the beneficial owner of the amount in
the account. But it is also true that whenever a husband opens an account
in the wifes name he does not always intend to benefit her. In the first
piace, he may be ill and as such just open the account for convenienceol30
We have seen that married women can acquire and own property and it may
happen that the wife wants to get a loan. The husband may undertake to
guarantee the payment of this loan. In those circumstances, the courts have
held that there is no presamption of advancement in favour of the wife.14

The present situation is that the wife, where there is ~d to be
joint ownership, must have made some contributions, and not that she takes
the whole of the property as a gifto In FALCONER V FALCONER15 Dennimg
commenting on this said,

"It may be indirect, as when both g~out ~to work, and one pays the
fV\~V\~q \\.

the housekeeping and the other mappi~ge instalaent~ It does not
matter which way round it is. It does not matter who pays what. So
long as there is a substantial financial contribution to the family
expenses, it raises the inference of a trust."

So long as the husband is relieved from expenditure which he would otherwise
have had to bear, then that is sufficient. In HAZEL V HAZELl6 it was

.0 •• 00/5
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held that it was unnecessary to show that the husband would not have been able
to carry out his payments towards the acquisition ~ the home. All the
cares we have examined are indication of the strengpposition accorded to
the woman and also the discrimination invol~ed,~e wom~l anft~leo ~he
directed against men and children. This is not consonant with the Ideals
of human equality.

ADVANCEMENT TO A CHILD.

The child of a plJlfChaseris exactly in the same position as a wife, b,ut
is also subjected to certain requirements. FirstlY'/he must be the legi~mate
child of the purchaser for It he is not this may raise problems. Secondly,
it appears that the child must not be an adult and well provided. I'V\.~"'<:",\
appears to be of particular signficance las it attracts the presQmptiono
llhere the child is a stepson ~ an ill~~itimatet the prop~ category is the
phenomenon 9f LOco parentis. In BE ROBERT~~ father took out ~~urance
policy on his son's life and paid the premiums on it, the father1expressed
as a trustee. His estate claimed the premiums but it was held that th~ ~

Selo\.

presumption of ~dvancement to the 58(1' Like in the case of a wife,
subsequent declarations by the father do not rebut the presumption. Thus
in CRABB V CRABB~ father transferred his stock into the names of his
son and a Broker and direc~ed the Bromer to deliver the dividends into

<:"ss_~\.\"-X ~I>.~b~
his son's QmQunt. Later he p~o~.red to bequeth the stock to another
person but it was held that the son took absolutely, Lord BROU~rt L.C
holding-

" If the gransfer is not ambiguous t as I must take it to be t for
explanation there is plainly no place. The transfer being

~~ o'f'held on advancement nothing cemplai~od in the Codicil, ~any
~~other matter ex post Can ever be allowed to alter what

has already been done."
}~in, like in the case of a wife, the presumption is rebuItable by
either subsequent contemporaneous declaraDions or surrounding circumstances\
In POLE. V. POLE'1 father gave substantial advancement to his son upon '
his marriage (son) despite the fact that he had other ygnger children l

'J

vrho were unprovided. Later he sold an estate and mortgaged the property
with the son's knowledge and also received all the interests without his
son's opposition. In these circumstances, it was held that the son took
nothing. This WaS rebuttal by virtue of the surrouding circumstanceso

-6-



20 ~v..~
In WARREN v (SURliEY If!- the r,ofusel.l was by way of express declarations.

The appallent theI\a spinister, was liingaged to her present husband.

In that year her father took conveyance of a house in her name.
and retained the title deeds up to the time he dies. Before he died,

he gave dir-ections that the property be divided between histhree daughters.
c..\o.\~ i •

The apPla-llant ei-claiEeGt possession of the title deeds. It was ffili,.. f'JI..'-.!A
. ~'l\~~ '<1

that the document was admissible in efidur-e as a declarati01against'~o.:t:
the father's interest and so eontempo raneous as to Felait the

I ~
presumption.

It apPElar&sto me tha~e court need not .»:.ven hav~ gone so far
because $f the tathervmtendee to benefit the ap~Uent, he would have

given the title deeds to her ~to her husband.
~"'0..

Lastly, we have seen that a mother cannot aeheive her childr-en. The
ti 1 f thi tance Is cont 0 d In t (J.,.~~~~ ~w\~Sra iona e 0 IS S ance IS con ame m wo C.aPxlCltihg seaSlOQ.S.21 ~~

The first is that of BENNET v BENNET and SAYRE v HUGHES.

In BENNET the rationajile was based on ~al obligation on the part of

a father, which does not apply in the case of a mother, and in

HUGHESit was founded on 'motive' which means that if there is

f suffieient ~~~o establish a motive to benefit, them a

presumption of advancement will stand. There is much to be

said tin favour of the two views, but both agree on the fOint that

legal obligation is out. However, in reason and custom there
\

is much obligation on the par tof a mother who has command of

money to benefit her children with it.

INSTANCES OF LOCO PARENTIS

One need not be illegitimate to attract this spej.cial category of

advancement. These cases of loco parentis have not found mucht::;- from the English courts, perhaps due <btothesocial sti qme=

attached to illegtumated children and the corresponding respect accorded

:0 :m:;mogamous marriages. The essential fact is that the one who

must put himself in the office of a parent with
.tandsin loco parentis



reference to those duties of the other as a member of the family, .

-This appears to endorse cases of adoption, because the "Adopter"

are not the pafternal parents, but are just "natural parents II. 23

An illustration of a loco parentis case is the PARADISE MOTOR CO. LTD

where a transfer of shares included the s.iqnature of a stepson, whose

name was also tDtered into the cornpnay' s Register of Shareholders.

W~n the compnay was wound up, it was held that Jl thestapson took

the equitable interest in the shares, ~ in STANDING- v BOWRING24

the .,p~~f transferred money into the joint names of herself and

her ~, stipulating that if he survived her, he would get the equitable
• ~ I
enter-est in the shares" Agaif.!:, in ~ that she was to have the ~

divindends during her lifetime. Later she puj'po'sted to revoke

this but it was held that the Godson held beneficially.

orvQ.
But it is not every act of Kindness that amounts to ~ el~ting himself as

1

if he were in loco parentis, and the position was clarified in
:E5TUCKER v BURROW per PAGE-WORD, V. C.

III cannot put the doctrine so high as to hold that if
a person educated a child to whom he is under no
obligation either morally or legally, the child is
therefore to be provided for at his expense. II

II KENYAN DECISIONS

The Ideal, no doubt, is for a state to have its own" home qrown"

legal system, but the organic development of any such system is a slow

and gradual ~ and when a sociei1::tlch~ses, or is farced by

circumstances to undergo a radical change, it is most unlikely

that its domestic law will be able to adopt itself rapidly enough to

fit the altered situation. One solution for this problem is for that

state to 'bor row ' and apply for its own purposes the legal system

of anoth1tr country which has al~dy developed to the stage to which

it is hurrying. In the particular situation of Kenya the ciecision ~~\'~
cr...rfW~

events which made reception necessary where the ~H'OWe. of a

comperatively large number of Europeans and the acquisition of

political power by Britain. These events did not, however, cha nge

the Kenyan society oIlernight, but they did introduce certain new

with which the traditional laws could not cope
practises and institutuions,



with. Thus two totally different societies co-existed togEbher.

Th~few decided cases on the presumption of advancement in Kenya
1 .are the Moslem community and the others are between Kenyans who are

governed by statute law. At any rate, they ate few. Perhaps there

are some, but these are not reported. The a law of advancement mus t be se=

en as a reflection of the community's property relations and cultural and ~

F social developments. Most of the reported cases deal with cultural

and social conditions which are outside Kenya, they are not

trully Kenyan. The only difference is that they have been do di'ilided

decided by a Kenyan court.

m. this section, we will categorise the presumption into two ~subcoheadings

only because I have not been able to find any case dealing with loco parentis.

Thus we will discuss advancements to wife and child, and then

explain why there has not been decided cases on loco parentis.

ADVANCEMENT TO WIFE

(j

Unlike in Britain, the prope rtary status of married women has not

been to the advantage of women. The m~ave dominated all the ft rights

which accrue from and which are a~ant to property, This is

found in the traditions and beliefs of most of the Kenyan older

generation, who believe that a woman cannot own anything and that

she is subordinate to the man, herself and her right::s, if any ~

However, this position has been changed by the involvement of commercial

law 0 There are so many women in the rural areas who pledge the

credits of their husbands who work in the towns. As we have seen
I

earlier, this situation falls very neatly with the presumption of advancements.

Therefore, I will deal with these cases between spouses who are governed by :

statute law, and we must also note that where advancement has ar isea, it has·

been between parties who are educated, who know their rights.

26
The first case is I V I . In this case, a husband purchased houses and

registered them in the joint names of himself and his wife. On dissolution



of the marriage, he wanted to know what he was entitled too
~I{"cvl. \.uI

It was held that the presumption of advancement proeided over that of

a resulting trust, which would not have succeeded because there was

illegality. This case is indicative of the fact that we follow English de....
cisions, because the presence of illegality operates to create

27advancement. Strongly related to I v I was K v K where the

Married ~omen 's ~roperty Act, 1882, was interpreted, It was held

that it was a statuh of general application, and that the wife
W1>,S'

could claim for separate property under it. This case ·is wrongly decides
I

because it did not pay any attention to the proviso to S.3(i) of the

Judicature Act and because it did not examine the partie~ way of life as a

means of d¢iscovering what law wasapplicable. After all So17 of the

Married Women's froperty Act is a"~l provision, and does not

c..onfer a power upon the judges to pass propjetary rights from one spousez
~

the other. It gives ffiffl. power to 'declare' the rights which exist during

the subsistence of the marriage.

I submit that the courts must first ensure that the problem of the propsr iei

status of married women is settled first before they pass judgement as to U

parties I rights to a certain property.

ADVAN"CEMENTTO CHILDREN

I must confess that I have not found any case on this point where the

parties are Africans, but those which have been decided care

definitely under muslim Law. ::ChEFreason for this dearth is perhaps

that the Africans are not very l=~as between themselves

and their children, except for a few cases which have come under

the presumption of resultingtrusts. However, the practise is that fathers

can advance their children. There are many instances of this. It is

the practise nowadsys to pruchase shares and even pieces of land

int-e- the names of ones children, particularly in the case of senior

and government officers. They may be doing this to avoid procedure of



income or capital gains tax, but if the'l$ were to turn against their

children, they would be met with the defence of illegality whose

effect is to create an advancem~

28In JACOS v A. G. a. fnther trans fered four buses to his son

to defeat his son to d@ioat his creditors. on his death, his personal
~~

representative alleged that the son was tf'usied, but it was held that

he took the buses abosultutely.
I

On the matter of loco parentiis, I submit that if any case were to appear,

it would be decided on the ~ princip~es of English law, because

there is lP no local legislation on the matter.

1. LIMITrnG FACTORS

Kenya's historical experinces and developments are different from

those of Britain. Capitalism, which has its roots in Britain has also found its
~

way into Kenya through the arrival of the European sdUlore. The impact

of it has not affected the majority of the population, but has greatly

influenced the mode of production and the subsequent growth of private

property. The laws that govern t a society must, of neccessity, reflect

that society's way of life, and stage of development. Hence the

application of the presumption of advancement was to be fitted into that

frame work. For kenya, the framework is embodied in the Judicature Act.
~~£sQ.V\.o..~~

S. 3(i). We shall deiscl.1.Ssthe limitations imposed by this enaHmont.

When we talk of limiting factors we mean those peculiarities which

make it impossible to apply the presumption of advancem'rrt either wholly or

in part. In the case of advancement, these factors are the nature

of the Kenyan society and the att itude of the Judges and lastly the historical

experiences of Kenya. Hence where society has been organised in such

a way as to fit in a certain cultural and economic framework, it cannot

be strained to adopt a different cultural and social fabric, which is

BUSAIDI29 iti. was held that:-
alien to it. Thus ~ BUSAIDI v



"It would be wrong to apply principles of equity designed to

suit a e-christian society in Engl and in order 0 to
(I

import a presumption where hy to gaufge the intetion
1

of a Muslim husband and wife whose social and

cultural background is very different. ";

In this case, the defendant was alleging that the doctrine of advancement

which is an English doctrine, was applicable to transactions between

Moslem spaQSes, but the Judge upheld the Moslempoctrine of

Benami transaction, which provides that where a husband or

father transfers property to his wife or child respec ti vely, then the,
presumption of advancement does not arise. Therefore ..•it can be

,Li v,,~
seen that the presence of a rule under Moslem Law, ~ a was to the contr:,
was taken as a factor which limited the application of the English doctrine

of advancement.

This case also illustrates the fact that in Kenya there are no less than

f~ four different cornrnunitiea, each having its own philosophy of

life, which Isreflec ted in its particular rules. Thus it was in accordance

to the proviso in ~. 3(i) of the Judicature Ac t to disapply the presumption of

advancement, which was not recogpised by Moslem Law. The case
St>~~

was also recognition that every seeit-y has its legal conceptions

which are hardly less precise than the English concjeptions and

that once they are understood, they give rise to ~ights which are no less

enforceable than rights arising under English doctrine of advancement.

The case also demostrates that the doctrine of advancement is peculiar to the
historical experience of the English people only, it is such peculiarities

which are not for export and which are to be avoided when introducing the

essential elements of advancement which are necessary for the attain-

ment of justice.

On the other hand, it is a good thing to emulate progress of another

society but only where some emulation does not result in discard of the

people's cultural and economi<tdevelopment. Thus for Kenya,



modernisation should not, as has been assumed equated with the adoption

of western values. The absense of this realisation has sometimes resulted in

a tenstion between traditional beliefs and western values, but in

some cases the judges have shown an understanding of the effect

of acceptiriq christianity as not implying the acceptance of English

values. This was clearly indicated in OMWOYO v BOSIRE ANGIDA30,
IrJtI4

which, a family law case, but which serves to illustrate th e point that

accepting christiantity is not accepting English values, hence African

christians would continue to live like the others, notwithstanding

their religion. The case also serves to demostrate that every society

has its own mode of life. In that case, it was held that:-

lilt is quite clear that ne.H- neither the appellant
nor f'ft" Paulina intended to or did observe the obligations
imposed upon them by the christian ordinance but have
preferred to conduct their domestic lives according
to customary law, S~ that is so, this court will deal with
the present application according to that law •.•.... 0 II

This quotation is an indication that it would have been exercising

paternalism if the court had sought to apply English law to the parties.

Thus in essence the jJudge was saying that the African society

is organised on different lines from the English. In the case of

Hindus, it is settled Law that the presumption of advancement is

excluded from the English doctrines of equity which are applieable to them,

in Kenya. Thus where a father pu~hases property with another but

registers his share in his son's name the resuttwill be that rrthe son

~ takes that property on a resulting trust in favour of the father. This rule 3:

was applied in BISHEN SINGH CHANDHAv MOHINDER SINGHAND ANOTHER

where it was held that the son was trustee of the father. 'I'hu s as far

as the hindus, just like for the Moslems, the presumption of advancement

has no place. This is a r~isation by the courts that these people t s

philosophy of life is different and that to apply those English doctrines would

be a negation of these peoples t humanity and legal cenceptions. This is

also in accordance with the proviso to the Judicature Act.

Tfhe foregoing discussion has indicated instances where the presumption

of advancement has b-een reflected on the basis that it would not

conform to societies' conceptions and cultural and c f~l backgrounds.

. d signed for a christian
It would also appear that the presumptlOn was e



society, and since Kenya is not one, then the presumption is further

restricted in its applicability. Another factor which seems to operate

against the application of the presumption of advancement is the

status which is accorded to the married women in all the communites'
o

except perhaps for the Moslem. Under most trubcs , women are not
\

permitted to own separate pnper ty , and even where they a-eqire o:.c~

it, it is regarded as the property of the husband, who can actually

dispose of it. One cannot, however , deny the fact that there has been

s orne change toward s anG\~t~n of the prope-jetary position of the

woman and now women have acquired property in their names. This

would seem to suggest that as of now it would be proper to presume,
a n advancement in their favour. This' may be so, but it would

apply to a small section of married women, and notably those who are

in salaried emp~ment. But till e majority are still nousewites and are still, . ,\~~ ~l.t'r#regarded as bemg 1Itn~ of 80 d~ property separately from their

husbands. Therefore the present nature of the Kenyan society has yet

not reached a stage which is comparable to the English as to warrant the

appk.cation of the presumption of advancement.

Finally, I would like to submit that it is the presumption of advancement

t which is subject to qualifications by the local conditions, and not vice

versa. This bears support from the words of Lord Denning in the Case32
of A. G. v NYALI LTD. Where he said, when commenting on the

conditions in which common law, which would also appear to be ~ of the

presumption of advancment, may be applied in a foreign country.

lilt is a recognition that common law cannot be applied
in a foreign c land without considerable qualification Just
as with an English Oak, so with the common Law. You
cannot transplant it to the African continent and
expect it to re1:ain the tough character which it has
in England. It will flourish indeed, but it needs
careful tending. So with the Common law. It has many
principles of manifest justice and good sense which

can be applied to all ~peoples of every race and colour
all the jworld over. But it has also many refinements,
subtleties and technicalities which are not suited to

other folk. These off-shoots must be cut-away. In these



far off lands the people must have a law which they understand
and which they will respect. The common law cannot
fulfil this role except with considerable qualifications" II

This task of making qualifications is. entrusted , to the Judges and it is not an

easy one. The passag e quoted is a clear reflection of the content of the

proviso to S.3(i) of the Judicature Act. I therefore submit that the

presumption of advancement s~~ not be applied to the Kenyan society.

I



Lt is clear that those two paragraphs are contradictory and one has to give

way to the other. I would rather we retain paragraph 12, which recognises

the realities of the Kenyan people.

JwA~
However, when the TRsdr~catgllCe Act was being enacted, it would appear

that the dominating feeling was that experienced by Lugard in his "Dual Mandate"

where he put his thoughts about the Afr icas; To him an African was a child,

and his law a child I slaw :-v-hichhas to be changed as he Ifecomes an adult

with development and then became the adults law, on his acceptance of the

western values. The English concept of Iaw, i's essentially materialistic.

On a close examination of the doctrines of resulting trust and advance-

~
ment, one is likely to notice some flaws. As for resulting trusts, I would s

submit that we can adopt this concept because we have had some experience

o..!?u"
in it for there were arrangements which are al3eHl to the basic tenets of

a resulting trust. These 'are contained in the case of MUGUTHUv. MUGUTHU1

, which introduced a new form of trust in Kenya. On the other hand, I object

to any application of the presumption of advancement because its operation

~~~Q..
follows on the concepts of a P0Iti4f€ and the assumption that women are

o

capable of holding pr-opr etar y rights. As this is not the case, its application

would cause problems and call for fundamental reorganisation of the
,

proprietory relations. It also assumes that the Married Women t S pr.operty

Act, 1882, is a statute of general application. To give a comprehens"ive

,
picture of the inapplicability of the rloc r ine of advancement, we will first

examine its inadequacies within Eriglish law, and then its place in Kenya.

Lastly I will attempt to make sorrie suggestions and policy recommendations.



~
Under Englsih Law, it has been the ffle-e that a married woman cannot

make a gift to her husband or her chi.ldr ee The rationale is that

she is not under any moral obligation to provide, as the father t+H:s. If, then, I

the English law is a great respector of equality, then why should this
IJ

be the positron, I submit that in the light of mcde rn conditions the

married woman must be treated like the father, particularly where
,1\ 0.

she is :ffl:3{i. 1afI salaried employment, so that she can be allowed to

m~ke gifts to her children and husband. In 1923, the position was

stated in CALLOT v NASH2 with respect to why women should

not make advancements. I

"The law draws no distintion between a wife
with a large income and a wife with no income •••.••
The wife may accumulate all her income and throw the
whole burden of her keep on her husband. "

And then in 1952 Lord Denning hajrd the following to say in BIBERFELD v

BERENS3

IIAt the present day, when a wife is in nearly all
respects equal to her husband, she has to bear the
respnsibilities which attach to her freedom. If
she is a rich woman, I see no reason why her
own means should not come into the family pool
just as his do. "

BIBERFELD is not a very old case, and surely the conditions

have changed even furtJllrer with an increased freedom of the woman.

Therefore she should be put in the same position with her husband.

On the other hand, the presamption of resulting trusts presents its shortcoming

This is with respect to the matter of illegali~y. Under English Law, the
~~ ~""d..l..u...~

p~rlJe of illegality need not be overdeemoQ. by an overt, act. If it

is proved, even if in intention only, then that person will lose the

entitlement to the property. I therefore think that this is too heavey

a burden, and the law should be a made to appear more realistc by looking

at real illegality. Thus the position is Australia can be emulated

with~ty reservations, which was stated in MARTIN v MARTIN4
? ~~~S

where it was held that the illegal eatentioRs must not be "nebulous and



only possible in the future without manifesting any "imminent

danger" • This would ensure a balanced treatment of the real and

apparent purchaser.

The posrtion in Kenya requires some re~o • As I said earlier,

I think that we can adopt the presumptions of resulting trust but

int the case of illegality adopt the Australian position. This work

has been entrusted to the ooufolt courts. The courts will then have to

work out a new set of legal principles, but it appears that they have not ,

b~e~ co~petent in discharging this onerous task, and it is th~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~~~~egislature, and tt we cannot it because it has discharged its

duties by n{oviding limiting factors in.s. 3(i) of the Judicature
~ ~f

~ct. Therefore the task of the jud~1'not to alter the material of which

the Arct is woven - i.•e. the social conditons - but is to iron out the
c...~~

creases, but not causing ~ of contradictions. They should therefore

not pull the language of the Judicature Act and make nonsense

of it, by opening it up to destructive analysis. What has happened is

that there has been a naked usurpation of the legislative function

under the disquise of interpretation. However, where the legislature

has expeessed itself elliptically, the Judges are justified in filling

up the gaps, which refers to the state of ~ affairs, and not actual

words. This Cf, urgument is directed to the Mar eied Women1s @roperty

Act 1882. The judges have interpreted the 'actual words! instead

of examinging it in its contextual meaning.

The true rose when the British attained political ~wer, and since then

this tide has been washing away the foundation upon which our

state and social structures rests, and strong props are requit;d to save them.. Rc
Hence it is with apprehension rather than pleasure that one ~ the presum-

ption of advancement. It is a part of the neo-colonial legislation that

goes a lon~ way to support the absurd proposition that the whi te-rnan is super-

ior to the ~ black man and that the latter will attain rnabhood by aping

the former. This is a proposition that denies that the African has much that

should be preserved, This also runs c~ter to the goal of building an authentics
1

lly Kenyan Law.



I recommend that the application of presumptions of advancement

be repealed, with a view to creating a structure that meets the needs

of the African as he ~ sees himself and life. SecondlJ' I

r ecdIDmend that we shift theemphasis of educational and commercial

patterns that emphasise the individual~ accomplishments, to the needs

of the rural population, and an establishement of a J socialist

society based on Africans' ideas to enable everyone to lead a

truly good life.

r
If we are to adopJ:'anytbing it must be those doctincs which are in

'1
line with our societal means.

In chapter two, I had submitted that the' CJ-e":MT courts in their application

of resulting trusts had done so perhaps on the basi s that in Kenya

there were instituions which were akin to the English resutling

trust. This is an indication that customary Law was not disregarded.

However, there are ~ few dercided cases on resulting trusts, and

those which are there are on Islarnid law, where the presumption of

advancement is alleged to exist. Then the resulting trust in that

case arises because the courtjs have examined the local conditions,

and have i given effect to them.

Another thing is that the limiting factors which have been involaed to

do not appeaa to include the intentions of the colonial Government,

because these would have on the converse, hava resulted in an enhanchement

of the english law, relating to the presumptios of resulting trust

and advancement being %applied. Thus it was actually customary Law which,

limited, particularly in the area of advancpment, Thus in so fal r as the

specific areas of resulting trusts and advancement were concerned, at least

customary law and Moslem Law were tjaken into account,

In the question f of illegality in so far s as it affects the presumption

of advancmernent, its effect is that it ~ not mean that the transtererr Intends

benefit the transferee, t but that since the former's intention was to avoid



law and since it would be against public policy to permit him to

claim the property, then it is said that the law gives the other the

property absolutely, despite the explanation that thetransferdid not...,

intend Glxplanation that to be the result. That appears to be

the ef£ec t of ille gality.

On the other hand, the English law gives the elements of an advanc v.ernent

a s the existenxe of a special relationship, illegality and the absence of facts to

explain the contrary, that is, the transfer; meant the transferee..to take the

property as a trustee. This is to say that the presumption ~of an

advancement is exeecised by the court, and not an body else. This

matter does not appear very clear under the law. It would also appear that it is
I

not contrary to law for a wife to make cr' gift but rather that she will not

be presumed to intend to make a gift to her husband or her chrldr er; and the cour=for not so presuming is that she is not Je-under a moral obligation to

make a gift ot the two named classes of persons. Lastly, I would

like to submit that in the case of advancement any subsequent

declarations by a dOnor do not change his intention where it was

p roved to be to benefit the person in whose name the transfer was

made, unless those declarations were made cont"mporaneously. But in the

case of resulting trusts, such declarations do not appear to make any

difference at all.

Finally, it is a truism that in any given¢ society there is an underlying
S~'sphilosophy of life which gives coherence and direction to that so~!~

thoughts and action. This philosophy of life is an outcome of
\)

inherited instincts, traditional beliefs and acqured convictions; what that

society may consider just and equitable or in accordance with good

d conscience necessarily depends on the afo ve elements. Hence any

equation of English e presumption of advancement with justice is a

u ntealistic exercise. It is my contention that we must revertto a more

African Law relying on the IndigenouS cultural and moral values. The

legisla,lture and the judiciary must realise that there are existing

differences between the conditions of life here in Kenya and in England
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and that there is just no room for comparisons.

I
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